OFF THE RAILS – TRLX Market Highlight
Mon 22nd February 2016, Prime Cattle
Total yarding = 2200

STEERS
Vealer steers sold to 367c/kg (400c/kg), yearlings
sold to 341c/kg (396c/kg) and grown steers sold to
(329c/kg).
Highlights included
Charolais x steers sold by PPA on account James
Smith made 357c/kg and averaged 281kg/$1003;
Angus vealer steers sold by G&C on account Bernau
Station topped at 356c/kg and averaged $1104;
Angus vealer steers sold by G&C on account
Bretandra topped at 343c/kg and averaged
325kg/$1114;
Limo x feeder steers sold by CP on account Dallas
Bursle made 325c/kg and averaged 318kg/$1034;
Angus feeder steers sold by PSPF on account PC & PJ
Dutton made 332c/kg and averaged 370kg/$1228;
Limo x steers (pictured top left) sold by LMK on
account Glenbuddah topped at 330c/kg with the top
pen making 325c/kg and averaging 384kg/$1248;
Steers sold by DCM on account CM Reid made
315c/kg and averaged 524kg/$1651;
Santa steers sold by LMK on account A & S Smith,
Tamworth (pictured middle left) made 287c/kg and
averaged 669kg/$1913; and
Santa steers (pictured top left) sold by B&S on
account JT Pollock Partnership made 272c/kg and
averaged 727kg/$1979.

This information can also be viewed on the TRLX Facebook page. Written by Michelle Mawhinney, TLSAA
Disclaimer: All information is correct at the time of publication. While every effort is made to provide accurate figures no responsibility is
taken for errors in reporting. For further details contact the selling agents.
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OFF THE RAILS – Market Highlight - Mon 22nd February 2016, Prime Cattle
HEIFERS
Vealer heifers sold to 330c/kg (340c/kg), yearlings sold
to 321c/kg (323c/kg) and grown heifers sold to
290c/kg (294c/kg).
Highlights included:
Charolais x heifers sold by PPA on account James Smith
made 320c/kg and averaged 259kg/$828;
Heifers (pictured top left) sold by CP on account Hanily
partnership made 325c/kg and averaged 290kg/$942.
Limo x feeder heifers sold by LMK on account
Glenbuddah topped at 312c/kg and averaged
328kg/$1024;
Hereford heifers sold by DCM made 312c/kg and
averaged 339kg/$1054;
Angus vealer heifers sold by G&C on account Monreid
made 313c/kg and averaged 365kg/$1143
Heifers (pictured bottom left) sold by G&C for RB & KM
Heyman made 308c/kg and averaged 390kg/$1200; and
Limo x heifers sold by DCM on account Tarralea
Partnership made 288c/kg and averaged 516kg/$1488.
COWS
Cows sold to 239c/kg (239c/kg). Highlights included:
Charolais x cows sold by DCM on account KW & HC
Pollock made 239c/kg and averaged 716kg/$1714; and
Santa cows sold by CP on account Dallas Bursle made
233c/kg and averaged 597kg/$1394.

BULLS
Bulls sold to 308c/kg (277c/kg).

